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CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE
Since the inception of OMT in 1998, and we are confident with the progress and achievements
made; from the successful partnerships with leading Lebanese institutions in the Public and
Private sectors, to the 100+ premium quality services and solutions that we offer across more
than 1,000 locations.
We are proud of our partners who contributed to the company’s success. The OMT team
members and customers for their loyalty and trust, as well as the agents and partners for their
continuous support and confidence in our partnership.
Over the years, we recognized the importance of bringing change and development to our
business in order to keep up with the market needs. Hence, we decided to adopt the necessary
technical changes with each emerging trend, while sustaining our uncompromising commitment
to quality.
In light of the increasing volume of payment transactions and the need for innovative solutions,
OMT will develop and improve its systems to uphold the fast and high quality services.
Building on what has been achieved, we will intensify our efforts towards entering the digital era
so that OMT remains always Next to You!
Toufic Moawad
Chairman
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OUR VISION

To be the leading solution
for financial transactions.

OUR MISSION

OUR
VALUES
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To provide reliable and
efficient solutions for
financial transactions
through the widest
connected channels.

Commitment to Integrity
Dedication to Excellence
Drive for Customer Care
Empowerment of People
Sense of Ownership
Adherence to Social Responsibility
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THE STORY
OF

2011

2010

Signature of the
agreement with the
Ministry of Finance.

2007
1998
Establishment of
OMT as an accredited
agent of Western
Union and introduction
of electronic money
transfers in Lebanon.

Agents’ network
expansion to more
than 650 locations
across Lebanon.

1999
2005

Inauguration of OMT’s
dedicated Customer
Service Center.

2015
Establishment of
the «White Land
Foundation» in
collaboration with
Western Union.

2003
Agents’ network
expansion to
more than 500
locations across
Lebanon.
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Agents’ network expansion to more
than 900 locations across Lebanon.
Launch of both the Cash to Bank
service for cash transfers to bank
accounts and loan/credit card bills
payment, and the Cash to Business
service for cash payments for
businesses and companies.

2012
Launch of both the Cash to Gov.
service for cash payments to the
Lebanese Government and of
«OMT INTRA Money Transfer»
(OMT became the first company
offering domestic money transfer
service without referring to an
international company).

Signature of the agreements with the
Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of Interior
and Municipalities, and the Ministry of Labor.

2004
Launch of «Western Union
Domestic Money Transfer» service
inside Lebanon and signature of
the agreement with the Ministry
of Telecommunications (the first
agreement with a Lebanese
governmental institution).

2017
Agents’ network expansion
to more than 1,000 locations
in Lebanon.

2018
OMT celebrates
its 20th anniversary.
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LOCATIONS
& SERVICES
Fulfilling our promise of being “Next To You”, we focused on the geographic distribution of our locations.
Today, we have the largest Agents’ Network comprising more than 1,000 locations covering all regions in
Lebanon. Conveniently located, OMT agents ensure proximity and accessibility to customers wherever
they are in Lebanon. Four standalones, fully managed by OMT, operate during extended working hours
and offer an exceptional service and customer experience.
Throughout our network, we deliver more than 100 premium quality services.

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Money Transfer
• Western Union Money Transfer
• OMT Intra Money Transfer

Payment Services
• Telecom Bill Payment
• Cash to Bank
• Cash to Business (Park Meter,
Insurance, Financial Companies and
NGOs, Internet and Entertainment,
Education & Syndicates, Airline
E-tickets, Online Shopping, Cash Out)

GOVERNMENTAL
SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mechanic
Traffic Violations
Taxes and Fees
Beirut Municipality
Establishment of the Water of Beirut
and Mount Lebanon
Bekaa Water Establishment
Police Record
ID Express
Car Plates
Payments to the Public Corporation
for Housing
Prior Approval for Male
and Female Housekeepers
Expats Work Permit Renewal
(Categories 4-3)
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PEOPLE &
DEVELOPMENT
In today’s knowledge economy and with the evolving
business world, multiple factors drive a company’s success.
At OMT, we understand the importance of the human asset
as a catalyst of our growth and development, and we are
determined to engage with our stakeholders to deliver better
outcomes.
We strive to build a community of knowledgeable and
qualified professionals capable of providing the highest
standards of service quality and customer experience.
Thus, we attract top and young talents and motivate
our team members by acknowledging their strengths,
empowering them and appreciating their efforts.
With our agents and partners, we maintain solid relations
founded on mutual trust, shared values and principles to
enhance performance, efficiency and profitability.
Together, we all row in the same direction, towards catering
the needs of our number one asset: our customers.
With that in mind, we took a strategic decision to
continuously improve the overall performance and provide
a sound basis for sustainable development initiatives.
Accordingly, OMT became ISO 9001:2015 certified by
adopting an effective quality management system and by
aligning our standards with the international ones.
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CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Since the establishment of OMT, we adopted an ethical approach to give back
to the community, embracing the adherence to social responsibility within our
values, knowing that our decisions and actions have a certain impact on our
society and the environment.
In our daily operations, we comply with a set of morals, principles and we
support various activities and programs targeting human empowerment, rural
development, healthcare and environment sustainability.
Over the years, we increased our contributions in support of local NGOs,
including the White Land Foundation, and the Children Cancer Center of
Lebanon. Moving forward, we seek to invest further in initiatives that will
better our world.
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THE FUTURE TECHNOLOGY &
SUSTAINABILITY
The world is rapidly evolving with fast-growing technology affecting
everyday life worldwide. Within OMT, technology is vital for the
sustainability of our operations.
In our endeavors to make people’s lives easier, we continue to
embrace the technology breakthroughs as our survival kit for the
future. We introduce changes to our systems and processes by
adapting technologies and innovating to always stay ahead of the
market and exceed our customer’s expectations.
As the world stands still for no one, we will embrace every new
opportunity to sustain our growth to stay Next To You!
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